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FOUR ACES
VIRGINIA CIGARETTES

香烟
四点牌

Made in England.
**GUTHRIE’S CEYLON TEAS & DUST.**

**LION & CREST BRAND**
**FAN BRAND**
**“ELEPHANT” TEAS & DUST.**

This tea is suitable for human beings and animals.

- **Lion** and **Crest** are the brands.
- **Fan** and **Elephant** are additional brands.

**Advantages:**

1. Superior quality.
2. High demand.
3. Widely used in daily life.
4. Suitable for both humans and animals.

**Description:**

- **Lion** and **Crest** tea are well-known brands.
- The tea is made from the finest leaves.
- It is a healthy and refreshing drink.

**Features:**

- **High-quality ingredients**
- **Freshly harvested leaves**
- **Rich in nutrients**

**Usage:**

- Suitable for tea lovers.
- Ideal for breakfast.
- Good for relaxation.

**Benefits:**

- Promotes good health.
- Boosts energy levels.
- Improves digestion.

**Customer Reviews:**

- Highly rated by customers.
- Positive feedback on taste and quality.

**Conclusion:**

Guthrie’s Ceylon Teas & Dust offers a wide range of high-quality tea products suitable for various uses. It is a popular choice among tea connoisseurs and a must-have for your tea collection.
DOUBLE ACE VIRGINIA CIGARETTES
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万能池酒

定价低廉 酒质纯良 气味清香

南洋名副启娘有限公司
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BRANDY

The Borneo Company Limited.
PELLISON'S
GUARANTEED PURE WINE
BRANDY

常飲者能補精益血酒美價廉

此酒標萬安池酒性質佳

司公限有業商方東洲非

城槟洲星
for Economical Transportation

CHEROKEE

Touring Model.

Borneo Motors Limited.
SINGAPORE, PENANG, IPOH, KUALA LUMPUR.

THE RENAULT 3½ TON LORRY

MALAYAN MOTORS. (Proprietors Woorae Bros. Ltd.) Singapore.